NEW RULES & SAFETY REGULATIONS AFTER COVID-19

SANITIZATION IN COMMON AREAS AND ROOMS

In order to protect customers and our staff, we carefully apply precautionary measures to prevent the spread of COVID-19. All areas and rooms are daily sanitized with OZONE TREATMENT. Bathrooms are always cleaned with appropriate products like “sodium hypochlorite” and “chlorine dioxide”. All surfaces are disinfected with products based on alcohol. We pay special attention to heating/aircon filters cleaning.

DISINFECTANT DISPENCER

As per Legislative Decree, the hotel provides for everybody disinfectant dispenser in all common areas.

SAFETY CHECK-IN

It is important for us to guarantee safety check-ins, and our staff is trained to fulfil Guests needs. We respect safety distance and we avoid gatherings. Moreover, in Hotel entrance, our collaborator uses a thermoscanner for body temperature. Moreover, the Hotel offers an alternative check-in with supplement: if Guests wish, we allow it to be directly in room with our staff.

BREAKFAST WITH A DISTANCE

In our breakfast room and Restaurant, we maintain the same daily sanitization treatment and we respect safety distance: for this reason our staff allows only a certain number of people to come in, monitoring the entrances. All products are divided in one portion package sealed. Guests could order breakfast in room with supplement.

STAFF TRAINING

All our staff is regularly trained on all preventive measures to be applied, in order to guarantee maximum safety.

EXTERNAL COLLABORATORS

All our external collaborators have to stick to protocols.

KIT FOR SINGLE USE ONLY

The Hotel provides the single usage kit with supplement with one mask and one pair of gloves.

*WHAT IS THE OZONE TREATMENT?

The ozone is the best solution to remove all types of virus, mites, mold, insects, spores, dangerous chemicals, bad smells and smoke. Being heavier than air, Ozone gas reaches all fibres (curtains, carpets, moquette, mattress and other coatings) and kills all microorganisms. This sterilization treatment is completely ecologic and natural and for this is recognised from Italian Health Ministry (prot.nr.24482 del 31/07/1996).

NOTE:

Room check-in: € 10,00
Breakfast served in room: € 5,00
Single usage kit: € 3,00